
FEEDBACK ON BEST PRACTICES 

As part of the preparation for NAAC accreditation, a survey was undertaken to determine the 
perception of best practices at S.P.I.T. The survey template developed by IQAC was circulated 
amongst all stakeholders of the institute like faculty, students, industry experts, office staff, domain 
experts, teachers of other higher education institutions and so on. The survey had 37 respondents. 

  

Highlights of the feedback :  

 Considerate of student needs related to academics and internships and taking appropriate 
steps 

 Various opportunities to enhance co curricular skills 
 Practical knowledge demonstration  
 Easily accessible professors for help  
 Best TPO 
 Scope courses, Freedom to choose electives, Innovative labs 
 Autonomy, giving motivation for startups, research internships 
 Flexibity in the Work Environment and encouraging the performer 
 Good Faculties 
 Good Placements 
 Focus on assignments and studies .  
 Good Extracurricular Activities 
 Relative grading  
 Improving sports facilities and infrastructure 
 ESE gets finished within a short span of time 
 Holistic Development by involving SEVA/SATVA/HSSA and other allied subjects  
 Industry and Research Internship at 6th/8th Semester facilitates student to gain industrial 

research experience and understand corporate work culture before actual getting into 
corporate/PG Courses  



 Provision of PDC, Idea Lab, TBI which encourages and boost students to go ahead with 
entrepreneurship/research/product formulation/patenting.  

 Conducting regular ISEs and MSEs to ensure concept understanding  
 A practical approach to every subject in labs, including presentations as a part of the 

exam. 
 Conducting technical and cultural events 
 Paper publication encouragement for BE students, use of innovative teaching learning, 

emphasis of all round development through seva courses 
 Best Community of Students 
 Work culture, approachable colleagues ,encouragement for continuous improvement. 
 Encouragement of students to participate in funded 

projects/competitions/extracurricular activities/outreach.  
 Class size is small so faculty can better interact with students.  
 Liberty for teachers to make innovations while taking lectures.  
 Tutorials are also conducted batch wise Which helps both teachers and students to have 

smooth communication. 
 Taking care of the students when in campus. Counsellor for mental health is available 
 Labs are open 24x7 for students by key permission, Proactively Activity-based 

Learning,  
 Integrity, Positive approach and transparency 
 It allows its students to choose from a variety of fields helping them to improve life 

skills and overall development of an individual. 
 Quality intake, Best Pay Package to Students, Adequate Work freedom, Consistency in 

adopting best practices. 

 


